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Lonesome Grave
It all started when Mrs. Barbara
Funamura went to Kauai
Veteran’s Cemetery on a
Veterans Day to put flowers, and
saw that some of the graves did
not have any flowers. On
Memorial Day the graves were
crowded with flowers but not so on Veterans Day. Oh how sad she
must have felt. When she became president of the Kauai United
Hongwanji Buddhist Women’s Association over twenty years ago, she
made the placing of flowers on every grave a major project for the
United BWA. She was so passionate to have Kauai Veteran’s
Cemetery decorated on Veterans Day that she got all five Buddhist
Women’s Association Units to adopt this project on an annual basis.
At that time, there were a few gold medal mothers still living on Kauai
so the marigold flowers became a symbol to honor those mothers.
When there were enough marigold flowers to decorate all the graves,
the cemetery was really beautiful.
Every year on November 10 all the Units (now down to three) along
with church members, affiliates, relatives and friends congregate at
Kauai Veteran’s Cemetery to decorate the graves with all types of
flowers.
This year, since November 10 falls on a Sunday, a short service will be
held at Hanapepe Hongwanji Mission starting at 9:30 a.m. before going
to the cemetery. If you have flowers and would like to donate them to
this worthwhile project, please bring them down to the church on
Saturday, November 9. Don’t forget to let Rev. Bruce know what the
flowers are for. Better yet, please join us at Kauai Veteran’s Cemetery.
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Calendar of Events
NOVEMBER

DECEMBER

Sun

3

9:00 AM

Sat

9

10:30 AM

Sun

10

9:30 AM

Tue
Sun

12
17

7:30 PM
9:00 AM

Mon

18

7:00 PM

Sun

24

9:00 AM

Family Dharma Service
Birthday and Memorial Sunday
Golf Tournament @ Puakea
Kauai District “Lonesome
Grave Service” at Hanapepe
Hongwanji Mission
Flower Laying at Kauai
Veteran’s Cemetery
Board of Directors Mtg.
Eitaikyo Service, Guest Speaker: Rev. Toshiyuki Umitani
Kauai Hongwanji Council
Meeting at Kapaa Hongwanji
Family Dharma Service
LHWA Meeting

Sun

1

9:00 AM

Family Dharma Service

Sun

8

9:30 AM

Tue

10

TBA

Kauai Buddhist Council
Bodhi Day Service—Koloa Jodo
Mission
Board of Directors Mtg.

Sat

14

morning

Care Home & Home Bound
Visitations

Sun

15

8:00 AM

Annual Clean-up & General
Membership Meeting

Sun

22

9:00 AM

Family Dharma Service

Sun

29

9:00 AM

Tue

31

8:00 PM

Family Dharma Service
Birthday and Memorial Sunday
New Year’s Eve Service

Visitation Schedule
Mon

Nov 4

8:00 AM

Regency at Puakea Service

Wed
Mon

Nov 13
Nov 18

10:30 AM
8:00 AM

Hale Kupuna Heritage Care Home Service in Omao
Regency at Puakea Service

Wed

Nov 20

Tue
Wed

Nov 26
Nov 27

9:30 AM
10:30 AM
10:00 AM
9:30 AM

Kauai Veterans Memorial Hospital (KVMH) Service
Kauai Care Home Service (KCH) in Waimea
Garden Isle Ext. Care Service @ Wilcox Memorial Hospital
Mahelona Hospital Ext. Care Service

Members and friends are welcome to accompany the minister at service and visitation
Outreach. Please contact Rev. Nakamura in a timely way.
Privacy and confidentiality rights of individuals limit the clergy from visiting persons in medical, residential and care-home facilities
without the express request/consent of the family. Our minister is happy to visit members and friends, but by law, such visits
require a referral from the family. Please contact Rev. Nakamura at 245-6262 and 245-4543.

Temple Decorations
2013—2014 TEMPLE DECORATION
November 7, 14, 21, 28

Isenberg I/Gym

December 5, 12, 19, 26

Isenberg II/III

January 2, 9, 16, 23, 30

Molokoa I

February 6, 13, 20, 27

Molokoa II
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Message from Rev. Bruce Nakamura

What Of ‘Abortion?
As a Buddhist, am I for or against abortion?
Though this question is complex, if this requires a “yes” or “no” answer, I would have to say, “yes.”
The Dhammapada, the most read and used collection of sayings in verse traced back to the historical
Buddha, chapter IX on the category of Evil, verse 125 reads, “Whoever offends (hurts) a harmless person,
one pure and guiltless, upon that very fool the evil recoils like fine dust thrown against the wind.” Thus, the
saying: “What goes around, comes around.”
Chapter X, “Punishment of the Rod,” speaks of the Buddha’s admonition to abstain from hurting and
killing any living thing. Verse 129: “All tremble in punishment. All fear death; comparing others with oneself, one should neither kill nor cause to kill.” No matter how we might argue by arguing evidence on either
side as to when human life begins in the womb, if we put ourselves in the place of this helpless being, do I
want to live or die, what is our response?
Verse 131: “Whoever seeking his own happiness, harms with rod pleasure-loving beings has no happiness hereafter.” The Buddha and his teachings emphasized the interrelatedness of living things. Unwholesome cause(s) and condition(s) result in unwholesome consequence(s) that will harm the doer.
Verse 136: “When a fool does wrong deeds, he does not realize (their evil nature); by his own deeds
the stupid man is tormented, like one burnt with fire.” We don’t have to attribute our “human evil” we do to
one another as God’s punishment. Personal actions and collective human behavior do reap evil consequences.
Abortion is killing another human being. Even for a rape victim, a new life in a woman’s womb in innocent.
Can we say with absolute certainty that terminating the pregnancy is the right and justified thing to do? Like
throwing stones in a pond, harmful human behavior results in grave consequences for such persons.
At current trends, about one in three Amercans will have had an abortion by the time she reaches age
45. In the 1973 Roe v. Wade decision, the U.S. Supreme Court ruled that a woman in consult with her physician has a constitutional protected right to choose abortion in the early stages of pregnancy—that is before
viability, a technical term meaning before“ becoming a human being”. (Guttmacher Institute. State Facts
About Abortion: Hawaii 2008)
In 1992 the Court upheld the basic right to abortion in Planned Parenthood v. Casey. However, it also
expanded the ability of states to enact all but the most extreme restrictions on the women’s access to abort.
The most common restrictions are parental notification or consent requirement for minors, state-sponsored
counseling and waiting periods and, limitations on public funding.
In 2008, there were 6.4 million pregnancies to the 62 million women of reproductive age (15-44) in
the U.S. In Hawaii 29,600 of the 249,426 women of reproductive age became pregnant in 2008. 66% of these
pregnancies resulted in live births and 19% in induced abortions. In 2008 5,630 women obtained abortions in
Hawaii, producing a rate of 22.6 abortions per 1,000 women of reproductive age. This number, though not all
state residents, had increased 4% since 2005. (Guttmacher Institute. State Facts About Abortion: Hawaii,
2008)
Continued on page 4
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Message from Rev. Bruce Nakamura continued

The popular sayings attributed to the historical Buddha in the Dhammapada is a transmission of teachings
directed to persons befitting their situations. The Buddha did not insist that he had all the answers to human
problems. His teachings provide a moral and ethical framework from which we can take an honest look at
life from the standpoint that all are bound to suffer and afflict others with their own selfishness and clinging
views. How such views toward the suffering of others has all to do with how we have not resolved our own
suffering and afflictions that bind us such limited views.
Great compassion lies at the heart of Truth and human existence. When we realize that no matter how
we try, we lack the wisdom to truly feel, know and experience the difficulties of others as if our own, we
awaken to a spiritual reality that joins us, ever one with us in our difficulties that is human life. This reality
does not erase those difficulties, but awakens a new spirit in us that enables a joy and courage to serve and
assist others, despite our own limits and problems.
The origin of courage to serve with joy does not simply come from one’s own abilities; its source is the
strength of a limitless wisdom directing unwavering compassion to the self together with others.
This new outlook does not erase the convictions we have toward a very difficult issue such as abortion. It however, provides a patience and resiliency to better understand the human problems and circumstances that bring us to when or where a great question of life or death – abortion - comes into view.
The forgoing conversation was not meant to provide a definitive answer to this question on abortion –
yes or no. Its purpose, however, is to invite a greater conversation among parents, adults, clergy, community
and yes, our younger people. The various challenges of modern pressures must also embrace our human sexuality and how the importance of education and awareness can play a proactive role in preventing abortions.
The organization of Planned Parenthood has most often been tied to abortions, but I beg to differ. Education by Planned Parenthood is foremost to emphasize needless abortions by way of education and taking
necessary precautions to prevent undesired pregnancies. “Amida’s Golden Chain of Love,” in part states, “I
will try to be kind and gentle to all living things and protect all who are weaker than myself…” How difficult
it is to put that resolve into action…Namo Amida Butsu.

Words of Thanksgiving
We are truly grateful for this wonderful food, a gift of life.
May we share its benefits with all beings. As we partake
of this food, let us remember Amida Buddha's
compassion, which surrounds all people and all forms of life.
Namo Amida Butsu
Itadakimasu
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Lay Message—Lynne Matsumura
I’ve learned that life’s lessons come from the hard times or challenges that you face. I’m sure you learn something from every experience, but the lessons that you remember and that influence your thinking and attitude
come from dealing with difficulties.
In Buddhist teachings, we learn about DANA or selfless giving. As we recite in the Golden Chain – “I will try to
be kind and gentle to every living thing, and protect all who are weaker than myself.” [I like Buddhism, because
it recognizes that people are not perfect – we can only “TRY” to do our best.] I think that I can confidently say
that all of us here are kind, considerate, and helpful people. From what I’ve witnessed, every single one of you
practices DANA, consciously or not.
My topic today is THE OTHER SIDE OF DANA, or ACCEPTING selfless giving from others. We all do that,
again consciously or not. Through the generosity of others, we enjoy this temple and the grounds. We will partake of refreshments later that was donated and prepared by others. I could go on and on, but you get the idea.
Accepting help on a personal level is different though. We might hesitate to seek or accept help because of
PRIDE. We might not want to be a BURDEN. We might want to appear STRONG or INDEPENDENT.
Have you ever fallen, picked yourself up quickly, and said “NOT SORE?”
Ten years ago, when I was YOUNGER, I stayed with a friend at her daughter’s house on Oahu when we attended Morton and Carolyn’s daughter’s wedding. Coming home after the wedding, I sat in the back seat of their 2door car, and while getting out, I fell out onto the garage floor. Her startled son-in-law rushed to my aide, and
helped me up. I was embarrassed, a LITTLE SORE but OKAY.
Well, about a year ago, during the time that I was having my chemotherapy, three of my friends came to my work
place to meet me for lunch. We do this about every other month. They’re all retired, so they drive all the way to
Poipu, and we meet at Poipu Bay Grill & Bar at the golf course for lunch. My office is in the Grand Hyatt Kauai.
They offered to pick me up, but wanting to appear like I was doing fine, I said I would walk over there. It’s
about a 7 minute walk, and I walk back and forth practically every day, so it really wasn’t a big deal. We normally
go Dutch, but they had all been so generous because of my illness that I wanted to treat them that day. I wanted
to arrive before them, so that I could tell the waiter at the restaurant to be sure to give me the check. I had it in
my mind to get there ahead of them, and was happily on my way.
I wasn’t rushing or anything. I wasn’t feeling sick, tired or dizzy. But I tripped on the cement sidewalk at the golf
course – in the staging area where golfers get into their carts. I’ve tripped before, and caught myself. But this
time, I just had to go DOWN! I was wearing a skirt, so I got two big strawberries on my knees, scraped my hand
that I used to brace myself, and hit my eyeglasses on the cement which gouged my cheek just below my eye.
OWWWWW. Of course, first thing before getting up, I looked around to see if anyone saw me – but no. Everyone was busy, and didn’t see me. So, no one came to my rescue. I picked myself up, straightened my skirt and
my WIG, and tried to walk straight the rest of the way. I walked to the restroom, covering my bleeding face, and
tried to smile at 2 tourists that I passed. At that point, I needed to seek help, because I couldn’t let my friends
see me like that. I went to the Director of Golf’s office and he helped me clean the wounds and gave me bandaids.
It kinda hurt, but I went ahead and had lunch with my friends, saying that I was fine. When you’re going
through chemo, you’re more susceptible to infections, so they finally convinced me to go to see a doctor. My
eyeglasses were broken, and although I could have driven without them [it would just be a little blurry], they convinced me to allow one of them to drive me to Lihue. I was treated at the doctor’s, and as some of you saw later,
Continued on page 8
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Honpa Hongwanji Mission of Hawaii-Highlights
Web: www.hongwanjihawaii.com Email: hqs@honpahi.org
waii Federation Buddhist Women’s Associations Officers
who were recently installed on October 5, 2013: Rev. ShinIn November we celebrate the important holidays of
do Nishiyama, Federation BWA Minister Advisor; Janet H.
Thanksgiving and Eitaikyo. Both remind us to be mindful of
Honda, Federation BWA President; Bishop Eric Matsumothe countless blessings in our lives and how we live conto, Honorary Federation BWA Advisor. Donna Higashi,
nected to the world around us. It is in this spirit of gratiImm. Past President; Lillie Tsuchiya, Auditor; Fay Tateishi,
tude that we begin our Annual Social Concerns Fund Drive.
Auditor; Twila Castelluci, Asst. Treasurer; Lois Toyama, 2nd
The generous contributions from Sangha members proVice President; Irene Nakamoto, 1st Vice President; Tamavides the Honpa Hongwanji Mission of Hawaii the ability to yo Matsumoto, Honorary Federation BWA President; Susupport worthy organizations and programs with funding
san Takiue, Secretary; Sharon Nohara, Asst. Secretary;
to continue their work in our community and to provide
Jessica
compassionate action during times of disaster. Your contriThe BWA will be looking forward to two major events in
butions also allow the Committee on Social Concerns to
the next two years:
plan for future programs related to social issues affecting
▪12th BWA State Membership Conference, May 3-4, 2014,
our community.
Kona, HI. Theme: “Peace and Oneness of Life”
Because of your commitment to promoting the Buddhist
values of compassion and loving-kindness we were able to ▪15th World Buddhist Women’s Convention, May 30-31,
continue lending our support to such organizations as Pro- 2015, Calgary, Alberta, Canada. Theme: “Embraced by the
Oneness of Life”
ject Dana, The Interfaith Alliance Hawaii, and the various
food banks across the state. Your generosity allowed HaThe Federation BWA has always been campaigning to inwaii Kyodan to lead the fundraising effort to build the Sacrease its membership among the Units to sustain their
dako Sasaki Peace Crane exhibit at Pearl Harbor and to
organization in Hawaii Kyodan. President Janet Honda has
help bring the Sasaki family to Hawaii for the recent dedi- expressed many times that the members of BWA in Hawaii
cation ceremony and numerous Peace Day events.
are professional women who are striving to make changes

2013-2014 SOCIAL CONCERNS FUND DRIVE

Because of your kokua over the years, we have also been
able to help with recovery efforts after natural disasters
and assist members of our Sangha affected by misfortune
and other emergency situations. We have also been able
to establish the Golden Chain Grant program that promotes compassionate action through service to others in
our community. Your generosity directly helps those in
need and promotes a more humane world.

so that younger women may want to join and participate
in various BWA activities and events. Therefore, the BWA
should no longer be thought of as an “old folks fujinkai”. In
one of President Honda’s messages, she states: “As your
president, I really need everyone to seriously think about
the future of BWA in Hawaii. We cannot remain status quo
and expect the next person to handle things. All of us need
to wake up and not sleep in the comfort of our beds. We
need to rise and shine so that the next generation of young
women will be proud to be a member of BWA. That’s a
legacy we should leave for the future of BWA in Hawaii.”

Your continued support is greatly appreciated. Please
make all checks payable to your temple. The suggested
donation is the cost of just one meal per person. Any donation you are able to give will make a difference in the lives CONDOLENCE ▪ Ms. Flora Michie Fujii, a member of Liof others. Your help is needed to continue our mission of
hue Hongwanji Mission, passed away on September 26,
sharing the Dharma through compassionate action.
2013. Ms. Fujiii largely contributed to Lihue Hongwanji
Kyodan, BWA, Dharma School, Senior Buddhist AssociaMahalo!
tion, as well as the HHMH and PBA. The Ingo (Posthumous

HAWAII FEDERATION OF BUDDHIST WOMENS’ ASSOCIATIONS
Congratulations to the 2014-2015 Honpa Hongwanji Ha-

Title) of 施院 Ko-Sei-In, which means “the one who widely
shared with others” was conferred by Bishop Eric Matsumoto.
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December 15 at 8:00 AM
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Followed by

General Membership Meeting
Election of 2014 Officers & Directors
LUNCH & REFRESHMENTS WILL BE SERVED

RELAY FOR LIFE 2014
The campaign for Relay for Life
2014 has already started! The relay
will be held at the Hanapepe Soccer
Field on May 3, 2014. Please mark
your calendars and participate as
you have done in the past, either as
a walker, volunteer, donor, etc.
Serving as your team captains will
be James Yamamoto and Gladys
Fujiuchi, who will be coordinating
things at the LHM level. Let them
know if you would like to to be part
of the team.
Hoshakai
Additional ladies are needed for the Friday
Hoshakai group.
Please contact Ted
Inouye at 245-3027.

Remember, the battle against cancer
is ongoing, because cancer never
sleeps.

Lihue Hongwanji Golf Club
Golf Tournament @ Puakea Golf Course Sat. Nov 9 from 10:30 AM
Contact Ray Morikawa for more information
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Q: Is there a difference between Sakyamuni Buddha and Amida Buddha?
A:
Sakyamuni—the Sage of the Sakya Clan, the historical founder of the Buddha-dharma was born and
lived at least 2,500 years ago on the Himalayan Slopes of Nepal, today, India. There are many legends and
accounts about this person, without which there would be no history and lineage of Buddhism today. The Buddha is credited for setting the spiritual example of becoming the Enlightened and Awakened One, also synonymous with its title, “ Buddha”.
According to the oral tradition, Sakyamuni set forth the Wheel of the Dharma or spiritual Teachings in
this world so that others would have the opportunity to the aspirations, practices and realizations of the Buddha ideal. He asserted that he did not discover the way to spiritual liberation; that what he revealed was being
passed on in the form of the Dharma—the principles, practices and realization of enlightenment.
The truth of Dharma is revealed from generation to generation; existence to existence; world-system
to world-system. These ideals would expand to cosmic proportions. Each time and space hemisphere coincided with a specific cosmic Buddha. Amitabha-Amitayus—the unsurpassed Light-Life Buddha coincided with
western pure land paradise. Amida Buddha’s prominence in the Pure Land tradition with particular emphasis
on His liberating power surpassing all other Buddhas’ pure lands was particularly emphasized by Chinese
masters like T’an-Luan and Shan-Tao, and Honen and Shinran in Japan.
Likened to a spiritual father and mother, Sakyamuni and Amida are two aspects of the one same Dharma reality – Namo Amida Butsu. The Nembutsu is the heart and source of unsurpassed great wisdom and
compassion. This unfolding reality expresses the oneness of all life and the gratitude we owe to its limitless
care. Sakyamuni and Amida seem like two, but, they are actually one. Our parents seem like two, yet they are
actually one—teaching us of a boundless love and embrace without judging or demanding of us.
Got something on your mind? Submit your questions to Rev. Bruce by email to lhmnew@yahoo.com, by mail,
or by dropping it in the slot in the door to his office. Including your name is optional.

Lay Message, continued from page 5
ended up with a huge black eye. Luckily it healed well and I just have a small scar now. But at the time, looking
at myself in the mirror – a bald-headed, wrinkled old lady, with no eyebrows or lashes, a swollen black eye, and
gouge under my eye – I would have scared little children. It was really sad. I thought to myself – Zombies are
peopIe too! I had to laugh at myself. Thank goodness it was temporary and not worse.
This was my lesson in HUMILITY. I had learned to accept the kindness of others. I learned that it is not a sign
of weakness to seek the help of others. It merely reflects the INTERDEPENDENCE of our existence. We
cannot live completely independent of one another. We each must sometimes GIVE and sometimes ACCEPT.
ACCEPT with appreciation and humbleness. NAMO AMIDA BUTSU.
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With Deepest Sympathy
Lihue Hongwanji extends its deepest sympathy to the family and relatives of:
The late Ms. Flora Michie Fujii, who died at the age of 88 years on September 26, 2013.

MEMORIAL SERVICE (NENKI HOYO)
NOVEMBER-DECEMBER 2013
The following is a list of members who passed away during the months of November and December. In
Jodo Shin Buddhism, memorial services are observed to remind the family members of the compassion of
Amida Buddha in memory of the deceased.
Lihue Hongwanji Mission recommends that the families and relatives of the deceased members listed below
contact the temple office at 245-6262 for an appointment.

1st YEAR MEMORIAL SERVICE - 2012
None
3rd YEAR MEMORIAL SERVICE - 2011
2011 Nov 27 Mabel Murakoshi
7th YEAR MEMORIAL SERVICE - 2007
2007 Nov 02 Yoshio Matsuyoshi
2007 Nov 04 Ronald Hashimoto
2007 Dec 29 Shizuko Yoshioka
13th YEAR MEMORIAL SERVICE - 2001
2001 Nov 28 Tomotsu Nishio
2001 Dec 05 Michie Miyoshi
2001 Dec 09 Mildred Watanabe
2001 Dec 21 Shigeichi Matsushima

17th YEAR MEMORIAL SERVICE - 1997
1997 Nov 29 Harold Masukawa
1997 Dec 07 Shizue Moriwaki
1997 Dec 18 Kimiko Sugibayashi
25th YEAR MEMORIAL SERVICE - 1989
None
33rd YEAR MEMORIAL SERVICE - 1981
None
50th YEAR MEMORIAL SERVICE - 1964
None

EITAIKYO SERVICE
“Eitaikyo” means perpetual recitation of the sutras. It is a time to pay tribute and
express gratitude to those who came before us, and made it possible for us to listen to the
Dharma. We, in turn, carry on the effort so that our Sangha may continue to grow and
have the opportunity to ever receive and share the Buddha's teachings in gratitude. Please
come to our special Eitaikyo Service on November 17. The guest speaker will be Rev.
Toshiyuki Umitani, Executive Assistant to the Bishop at Honpa Hongwanji Mission of
Hawaii.
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FUNERAL SERVICE:
In Memory of Ayame Taketa
Family of Ayame Taketa

In Memory of Masakazu Sasaki (7 Yrs.)
Misao Sasaki
Alan & Dale Masumura

In Memory of Misayo Morimoto
Family of Misayo Morimoto

In Memory of Kiyoe Fujimoto (13 Yrs.)
Gilbert & Helen Fujimoto

In Memory of Flora Fujii
Ushio Family

In Memory of Ito Tamura
Natsuko Daida

1st 7 DAY SERVICE :
In Memory of Misayo Morimoto
Family of Misayo Morimoto

In Memory of James Inouye
Ted & Alice Inouye

In Memory of Flora Fujii
Ushio Family
INURNMENT & SERVICE:
In Memory of Misayo Morimoto
Family of Misayo Morimoto
In Memory of Flora Fujii
Ushio Family
49TH DAY SERVICE:
In Memory of Noboru Yamaguchi
Loretta Yamaguchi
Russell Yamaguchi & Family
Nelson Yamaguchi & Family
Raymond Kawamoto
May Yamaguchi
Takeshi & Harumi Nanbu
MEMORIAL SERVICE:
In Memory of Violet Doi (3 years)
Akiyo Matsuyama
Susan Nakagawa
In Memory of Glenn Hadama (3 years)
Lauretta Hadama
Dennis Hadama
Kathleen Takenaga
John & Asako Iwamoto

In Memory of Bessie Sasaki
Blaine Sasaki
Colleen & Warren Nonaka
In Memory Kenneth Higuchi
Blaine Sasaki
In Memory of Flora Fujii
M/M Masa Arita, Natsuko Daida, Doris Kikuda, Janet
Fujii, Arlene Fujikawa, Gladys Fujiuchi, Shirley Hashimoto, Laura Hirokawa, M/M Ted Inouye, M/M Tom Kajiwara, LHWA, Lynne Matsumura, Akiyo Matsuyama, Alton Miyamoto, M/M Ray Morikawa, M/M Robert
Nishimoto, M/M Warren Nonaka, M/M Winston Ogata,
M/M Gene Oshiro, Blaine Sasaki, Eleanor Sasaki, M/M
Stanley Segawa, M/M Glenn Shibuya, M/M Minoru
Shimokawa, Violet Tsuchiyama, Hideko Uemura, M/M
Mamo Yamada, M/M Paul Yamaguchi, James Yamamoto, M/M Morton Yamasaki, M/M Al Akimoto, Dennis &
Dwayne Muffly, Howard Shinseki, Family of Tomoko
Watanabe
COLUMBARIUM DONATION:
In Memory of Harue Tada
Byron & Pauline Tada
In Memory of Charles Sasaki
Byron & Pauline Tada
In Memory of Larry & Shizuko Suzuki
Byron & Pauline Tada
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COLUMBARIUM DONATIONS:
In Memory of Bessie Sasaki
Mamo & Amy Yamada

SPECIAL DONATIONS:
Roy & Carol Fujioka
Dennis Muffly
Arleen & Mario Paquirigan

In Memory of Tokutaro, Owari, Misuku & Owen
Mamura
Fujiko Mamura
In Memory of George & Elsie Toyofuku
Guy & Lori Toyofuku

SOCIAL CONCERN DONATION:
Hideko Uemura
MAJOR PROJECT DONATION:
James Yamamoto
Mamo & Amy Yamada

Anonymous
AUTUMN HIGAN:
Kimiyo Fujimoto
Masa Arita

If there are any
errors or if your
name is not listed,
please call Amy
Yamada at 2456262 between the
hours of 9:00 AM
and 12:00 Noon.

KUHBWA CONFERENCE
The Lihue Hongwanji Buddhist Women’s Association hosted the 2013 Fall Conference of the Kauai
United Hongwanji Buddhist Women’s Association on Sunday, October 13. Brian Fujiuchi, retired
detective from the Kauai Police Department and now a private investigator, was the guest speaker. The
subject of his presentation was tips for safety in today’s world. After a hearty luncheon, everyone made
their own nenju to take with them. Officers for 2014 were elected.

Rev. Nakamura, Advisor; Fay Tateishi, President; Dimples Kano, Vice President; Meryl Honjiyo,
Treasurer; Lynne Matsumura, Secretary; Gail Shibuya, Past President; Rev. Takahashi, Past Advisor
ARTICLES FOR THE BULLETIN ARE DUE IN THE OFFICE BY THE 20TH OF EACH MONTH.
IF POSSIBLE, PLEASE SUBMIT ARTICLES VIA EMAIL TO lhmnews@yahoo.com
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Sunday, Nov. 10—Kauai District
Lonesome Grave Service
At Hanapepe Hongwanji Mission
Flower Laying at
Kauai Veteran’s Cemetery
Sunday, Nov. 17 - Eitaikyo Service
Guest Speaker-Rev. Toshiyuki Umitani

